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Letters from the Front Line of the Building Industry:  
1918–1938

InTroDuCTIon

it should be self-evident that buildings and cities are not made by magic but 
are the result of the ‘union of human labour with the objects and instruments of 
production.’ However, it is rare in the conventional narratives of architectural and 
urban history that we ever hear much about building workers or, indeed, the labour 
of architects. Human labour might have a bit part, or be a passing reference, but it is 
seldom placed centre-stage. this antipathy towards ‘history as labour’ is all the more 
strange when we consider that what Marx called the labour process is the ‘universal 
condition for the metabolic interaction between man and nature, the everlasting 
nature-imposed condition of human existence.’1 ‘Letters from the frontline’ makes 
a small contribution to this history of the human species as a history of the labour 
process. Written in 2011, it was assembled from notes collected in Moscow when 
the soviet Union still existed. My research at that point was very much to do with 
the history of the labour process in the construction industry, and in particular, the 
Marxist critique of capitalist work practices. this naturally enough led me to look at 
how and in what ways the labour process had developed differently in the soviet 
Union. the three ‘letters’ here, written as if i am a visiting journalist, chart a 20-year 
period from 1919 to 1938 – a tale of revolution and counter-revolution. to this day 
the question remains unresolved: what form will labour take in a post-capitalist 
society?
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1. 1918

Spring comes to Samara on the mighty Volga – a fitting backdrop, for like its 
unstoppable currents, this history runs deep and strong – a report from the 
Conference of the All Russian Union of Construction Workers – Samara 12–15 
May 1918 – excerpts from the historical annals of the building worker – close the 
churches – whitewash the icons – declare class war on priests, landowners and 
imperialists – peace, bread and electricity is the foundation of Soviet power – 
long live the Internationale – the painters are dismantling the world and putting 
it back together in colliding planes of colour – Malevic invites the workers of the 
world to unite with abstract typography laid over broken geometry – here we 
have it then, laid out bare on the slab, history is up for the making – what shall 
it be? – Lenin’s ‘network of producer and consumer communes’? – Bakunin’s 
‘free federation of worker associations’?2 – Kropotkin’s Anarchist Communism, 
a carnival of independence, mutual agreement and cooperation? – Marx and 
Engels’s futurist society in which class distinctions have disappeared and public 
power has shed its political character?3 – the signpost on how to get there is 
revolving – the Communists say that to begin with workers must seize and 
occupy the institutions of the state and to use it to their advantage in completing 
their victory over the capitalist class – only when this has been accomplished 
does it make sense to speak of the state withering like a disease-ridden tree – the 
anarchists, on the other hand, would take an axe to the trunk tomorrow and 
abolish the state forthwith – time is pressing, and Alexander Bogdanov is wasting 
none of it – already he is thinking of an end to toil and of a new type of complex 
spiritual creative labour that unites mind and body4 – perhaps this is what Marx 
meant by ‘revolutionary practical critical activity.’5

organise workers’ councils at your place of employment

every delegate is preoccupied with one question, the alarmingly simple and 
atrociously difficult, ‘What form will labour take in a worker’s state?’ No longer fearful 
of arrest, building workers have moved beyond the pressing matters of wages 
and the working week, and are passionately debating as if the world might end 
tomorrow what soviet power might mean for working life on a building site. they 
are poring over the decrees on workers’ control that were announced in November 
last year. extraordinary documents in the history of the labour movement, they 
guarantee the rights and authority of workers through the factory committees 
and trade unions to control the activities of enterprises.6 Copies of Lenin’s essays in 
which he lays out his plan for socialism are passing from hand to hand. His vision 
of the state losing its coercive nature and becoming an administrative department 
whose function is to coordinate a network of producers and consumers’ communes, 

chimes with the aspirations of the ordinary carpenters, masons and bricklayers 
who have packed the hall. 7 it is both intoxicating and avant-garde. Boundaries are 
being transgressed. Convention dismissed. Neither are building workers restricting 
themselves to purely political questions. Utopia beckons. if work on a capitalist 
building site is back-breaking, repetitive, and ruled by the tyranny of piece rates, 
then surely they argue, work under socialism should be creative and based on  
co-operation and the sharing of wages?
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4.1 ‘Comrades, we have a real opportunity to transcend the printed page and build a new world’
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it would be a mistake to think that these themes have sprung up over night. 
it is certainly the case that the revolution has thrown them sharply into focus, 
but in truth they have been fomenting in the lap of labour for over 100 years. As 
quite literally the builders of capitalism’s cities and infrastructure, building workers 
were in the front line of the development of the new ideology of laissez-faire. As 
ancient rules on craft and guild were torn to pieces, they were thrust into a system 
of vicious competition and contracting that was notorious for being unregulated 
and dominated by an authoritarian class of contractors.8 they were also one of the 
largest sections of the industrial working class and one of the most militant. As 
long ago as the end of the eighteenth century, french building workers denounced 
their employers as ‘ignorant, rapacious and insatiable oppressors.’9 A few years later 
in 1833, the operative Builders’ Union in Britain fought for the creation of a builders’ 
parliament and the introduction of a nationwide system of cooperative building 
production.10 inspired by the lessons of robert owen, they argued that the wages 
system should be abolished and that workers should control the building process, 
adding they were able to build better and more efficiently than any contractor. 
But that was not all. these were just steps towards their ultimate goal of creating 
a ‘great association for the emancipation of the productive classes.’11 this dream 
of a prototypical french Commune or russian soviet was not the fantasy of a few 
individuals either. At the height of its brief existence, the oBU vanguard mobilized 
over 40,000 building workers who were possessed by a ‘revolutionary temper’,12 
and judging by the declarations and the debates at the conference here, their 
ghosts are mingling amongst the delegates.

the events in russia, then, are neither an accident nor an aberration. they are the 
latest chapter in a wave of labour militancy that has swept across europe over the 
last 30 years. Building sites in siberia, Moscow and st Petersburg were convulsed by 
a succession of strikes in the 1870s and 1890s.13 these were indicative of a growing 
sense of confidence in the organised workers’ movement that famously culminated 
in the 1905 revolution, when over 3,000,000 workers across the country laid down 
their tools. they included bricklayers, cement workers, carpenters, painters, and 
stonemasons.14 Horrified by this turn of events, the tsarist authorities unleashed a 
violent storm of armed repression that forced workers’ organisations underground. 
By 1910, police infiltration, mass arrests and imprisonment had succeeded in 
closing all of the fledgling trade union branches in the major cities and strike 
activity had dropped to a fraction of what it had been in 1905.15 this trade union 
conference, then, is something of a phoenix, and a young one at that. for it was 
not until 1914 that a union representing the interests of construction workers and 
architects – ‘the society of Architectural and Construction Workers of the Moscow 
industrial region’ – was able to operate in relative freedom from arrest and closure.

During the following two years, the union replaced the slogan ‘Better wages’ 
with ‘Doloi gnet’: ‘Down with oppression’.16 Battle lines were drawn and workers 
knew instinctively that the situation had changed irrevocably.17 then on 2 March,, 

paralleling the demonstrations in st Peterburg, Moscow exploded. reports filtered 
through the city that workers from the Dinamo Plant had marched across the Yauza 
Bridge and swept aside the police cordons. By the end of the day, workers were in 
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control of the post and telegraph offices, the telephone exchange, the Kremlin, the 
railways and the security police headquarters.

it was a turning point and during the next three months there was a dramatic rise 
in workers’ unrest. Between May and october, on the building sites of st Petersburg 
alone 50 strikes took place.18 Meanwhile in Moscow, new wage demands were sent 
out to all contractors.19 they refused them and following a series of increasingly 
bitter confrontations, the Moscow Union called a city-wide strike that continued 
throughout september and involved over 12,000 building workers. in all, from 
April to November in the Moscow region, 21,000 building workers took part in 
strike action, with over a third of them raising directly political demands.20

As i write, russia is in the midst of a civil war and of what senior Party officials 
have labelled ‘war communism’. Many building workers have joined the red Army. 
some, such as the old Union of Plumbers, have entered the ranks of Mensheviks. 
However, despite the uncertainty and upheaval, it was felt that the union should 
continue to meet. so here i am in samara, as an observer at the first-ever conference 
of the All russian Union of Construction Workers. i have been a witness at a number 
of trade union gatherings, but none of them has ever come close to this, and its 
proceedings are there for all to read in a new journal Stroitel (Builder).21 relatively 
modest motions for the introduction of an eight-hour day, time-based wages, 
and educational programmes were passed in an instance, as was the decision to 
unite the disparate smaller unions of building workers into one organisation. But 
this was just the prelude to two momentous resolutions. the first called for the 
liquidation of private contractors and the second for the introduction of workers’ 
control of production in all construction organisations employing more than 30 
workers. there was still yet more to come. As if conscious that building workers 
across the world were listening, the conference closed with thunderous applause 
for the passing of a motion to fully socialise the building industry so that all of its 
branches would be brought under the organs of ‘socialist state power.’22 

2. 1927

Tons of concrete – the proletarianisation of otkhodniki (seasonal workers) 
is accomplished – concrete and steel architecture springs from the earth – a 
planetarium is planned to conquer the cosmos – goodbye to the private 
contractor, your likes will not be seen again – agit prop street art and agit prop 
trains – spellbound and mesmerised, audiences watch Battleship Potemkin and  
strike – propaganda and art unite to stunning effect, and not just in film – factory  
conductors stand on roofs and conducts symphonies of factory sirens – the 
People’s Commissar of the Enlightenment, Lunacharsky, calls for the Institutions 
of Art education to be proleratarianised – a boy is born and is given the name 
Zavod, (Factory) – a girl is born next- door and is given the name Dotnara, 
(Daughter of the toiling people) – the iron sword of the working class will make 
sure that all remains peaceful – a confusing tension stalks – blind faith, for I have 
to believe, is battling with disillusionment – which way now? – the Soviet state 
has survived – but the state is getting bigger and bigger, it does not look likely 
to wither – who remembers Rosa Luxemburg’s warning that if the expression 
‘the dictatorship of the proletariat’ must be used, then it must be on the basis of 
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the ‘most active, unlimited participation of the mass of the people, of unlimited 
democracy’23 – it makes no difference, say anarchists – a dictatorship is a 
dictatorship is a dictatorship, regardless on whose behalf it is wielded – Comrade, 
don’t read that book, it is ant-soviet and degenerate – Gorky is acceptable, but 
not that madman Bulgakov – still, the plans for workers’ clubs look exciting – 
build social condensers for our time say the Constructivists – architects ask the 
users of the transitional commune how they imagine a new way of life – the 
ingenious metal rings of the Shabolovka Radio Tower broadcast its messages 
to the world, but what kind of messages are they? – Trotsky said he preferred 
monumental constructions to Tatlin’s tower and that the modernist writer Bely 
is a corpse – he should be wary that a cadaverous fate doesn’t await him as 
well – the anarchist artist Aleksei Gan has no time for pleasantries and accuses 
everyone except proletarians of being stricken by artistic podagrism.

‘We didn’t fight a revolution for piece rates and Taylorism’, say building workers

the statistics department is working overtime. its typewriters and reprographic 
machines spew smoke like a turbine hall. Numbers are everything and in purely 
quantitative terms, the New economic Policy has been a success. two thousand 
new factories have been built. Brick and cement production has recovered its pre-
war levels. the number of workers in the building industry has increased four-fold. 
Gross production nearly ten-fold. the productivity of labour has increased 100 per 
cent.24 Membership of the Moscow branch of the Construction Union has risen to 
150,000.25 Applause rings across the rooftops. the factory hooters sing their praises.

there is much else that the building industry has to be proud of. the first signs 
of what a socialist architecture might look like are emerging out of the ground. 
for most of the past decade, architects and urban designers have been restricted 
to working out on paper the theoretical shape of the urban revolution and the 
non-capitalist city. All manner of communes, workers’ clubs, linear and flying 
cities jumped from the drawing board to stretch the public imagination and the 
boundaries of structural engineering. Now the task is to translate these ideas into 
reality and building workers are rising to the challenge. the foundations for the 
epic Dnieper hydroelectric dam have been laid. Glazed steel cylinders and flying 
cantilevered concrete workers’ clubs raise a glass to the sky. Mossoviet has built its 
first project that integrates housing, a crèche, bath house, shops and school, and 
even the revolutionary newspaper Izvestia has a new headquarters: a fragment of 
modern poetry whose round steel windows look down over the statue of Pushkin. 
All of this is cause for celebration and from what i understand there are more plans 
for housing communes and workers’ clubs in the coming year.26

But amidst the excitement at Moscow’s new architecture and the impressive 
indices of economic growth, all is not well. Censors are banning books and a culture 
of authoritarianism is leaking like a toxin through government organisations and 
Party committees. it is a process of corrosion that has accelerated since stalin 
consolidated his grip on the leadership of the Party. six years, ago in the interests 
of revolutionary discipline the Party banned factions and launched a scathing 
attack on the millenarian demands of the Workers’ opposition and anarchists. 
Now it is convulsed again and eating itself from the inside. there is, of course, 
nothing about this that Voline, Arshinov and shliapnikov hadn’t already warned.  
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4.2 ‘in no time at all we shall surpass the West. All hands to the 
pump in the industrialisation of the economy’
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Power is seductive and is never voluntarily relinquished. for the anarchists, ‘all 
political power inevitably creates a privileged situation for the men who exercise 
it.’ And once the throne has been seized, then like an unfailing mechanical clock, 
the new incumbents will be ‘…compelled to create a bureaucratic and coercive 
apparatus.’27

on the labour front there has been an equally regrettable turn of events. 
Despite the efforts of tomsky to maintain independence for trade unions, it looks 
increasingly likely that as of next year, they will become subordinate organs of the 
soviet state. A mixed economy in which state ownership and a capitalist market 
co-exist is bound to produce mixed results and reactions. even so, building sites 
are far from happy places. the reintroduction of capitalist contractors during the 
New economic Policy, even if a temporary measure to kick-start the economy, 
has not gone down well with rank and file building workers, who can not hide 
their disappointment. As early as 1919, they criticised the way in which private 
contractors who, only two years before, they had thrown off sites in the ‘carting off’ 
ceremonies, were being given rights that ran counter to the workers’ movement.28 
state building organisations are having to compete on tenders with the private 
sector and there is evidence of swindlers posing as contractors actually receiving 
cash advances. And if rumours are to be believed, some of the old contractors are 
even working in the state offices for construction!29

the contradictions mount. As NeP has unfolded over the last six years, many 
workers have looked on in confusion over the concessions being given to foreign 
building firms and the Party’s reinforcement of the system of edinochaliye – one-
man management. How, they legitimately ask, do we reconcile this policy with 
the principle that democratically elected workers’ collectives should be running 
building enterprises? equally contentious has been the introduction of the scientific 
organisation of labour – nauchnaya organizatsia truda (Not). An adaptation 
of American taylorism, it is being championed by Gastev, who is obsessed with 
discipline and is instructing workers to avoid fraternisation and sharp movements!30 
Determined to raise productivity, his office has produced diagrams that purport to 
show the optimum way of moving hand and foot when laying a course of bricks. 
But bricklayers are not performing seals. Neither are they robots.

And it gets worse. over a third of the construction workforce is unemployed, 
and for those that do have a job, how are they being paid? By piece rates and bonus 
schemes; the very wage form in which Karl Marx argued capitalist hunger is laid 
bare. Needless to say, the Party leadership rhetorically defends the system of one-
man management, piece rates and taylorism, arguing that under the conditions 
of a workers’ state, they assume another character. Besides which, they insist, the 
construction industry is simply not in a strong enough position to dispense with 
the experience, achievements and techniques of capitalist society.31 this is also 
the reason why they deride as utopian the anarchist demand for the immediate 
‘expropriation of private industry by the organisations of collective production’.32 
for support, they point to no greater authority than Lenin himself, who argued that 
in order to rebuild the economy, it was necessary to adapt elements of capitalist 
work practices, reminding workers that they always had recourse to political bodies 
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if new labour laws were contravened.33 so be it, but it doesn’t make the situation 
any more palatable for building workers. Many still dream of a qualitatively different 
way of working and remember fondly the arguments of the Workers’ opposition 
and industrial unions on how they should be given complete freedom to develop 
their creative abilities whilst discovering and experimenting with new forms of 
production.34 

Perhaps the strangest aspect of the first ten years of soviet power has been 
labour unrest and the last few years have seen a marked increase in what are 
euphemistically being described as ‘general conflicts.’ As one might expect, many 
of these have occurred in the old artels and firms run by unscrupulous speculators 
who have been allowed back into the labour market. But a good number have 
been taking place in the state sector. tales abound of 12- and 18-hour days, the 
usurpation of labour laws, and of wages not being paid.35 in 1923, 75,000 building 
workers were embroiled in major disputes over contract arrangements.36 the 
following year, an astonishing 22 strikes broke out in the building industry, with 
over 3,000 reported disagreements over wages. it was a pattern that was replicated 
in the first six months of 1925, when over 25,000 workers were again in disputes 
over wages and contracts.37

the high rate of incidents in state-run building organisations are particularly 
contradictory, since workers rightly expect that here at least new working conditions 
should be upheld. one can only hope that as the building industry becomes fully 
nationalised next year with the launch of the first five-year plan, such problems will 
be ironed out. Already in Moscow, virtually all new house building is being carried 
out by the ‘socialised sector’, the majority under the direction of the Moscow soviet 
and its organisation Mosstroi.38 the role of the private sector has been drastically 
reduced and in the building materials sector, 90 per cent of it is now state owned.39 
Progressive measures though these appear to be, russian workers should be on 
their guard, for the state ownership of the means of production is no guarantee 
of democracy. this is why shliapnikov asked with regards to the transition from 
the New economic Policy to socialism, the title of a series of lectures by Party 
economist Preobrashensky: ‘By what means during this period of transformation 
can our Communist Party carry out its economic policy; shall it be by means of the 
workers organised into their class union, or – over their heads – by bureaucratic 
means, through canonised functionaries of the state?’40

3. 1936

Nine years have passed since I was here last – Kagonovich opens the metro –  
Plastov paints life on a collective farm – it bears the crimson slogan, ‘Life is 
happier under Stalin’ – the knock – all artistic organisations brought under state 
control – marble is declared socialist – ideanost, partinost and narodnost –  
ideological content, party spirit and national character – these are the new 
slogans for the future – Novelist, are you celebrating the class struggle of the 
proletariat? If not, why not? – Painter, are your images of workers and peasants, 
figurative and noble? If not, why not? – farewell to the avant garde, gone are 
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its sharp edges – welcome to proletarian classicism – Golosov, architect of the 
constructivist worker’s’ club Zuev has become antiquarian – his new apartment 
block has been praised as a fine example of revolutionary romanticism – delusion 
charges across the city – exiled in Paris, Voline has christened the USSR the 
USCR: the Union of State Capitalist Republics – the Party bureaucracy, he says, 
is a ruling class that has ‘totalitarianised, easily and quickly, the whole Russian 
administration, and the organisations of industrial workers and peasants’41 – 
Arshinov condemns the Soviet state for transforming trade unions into organs 
of police surveillance – their job, to discipline a working class labouring under a 
regime of obligatory and militarised labour42 – ironically, Trostky agrees and calls 
the bureaucracy a ‘privileged upper strata – a ruling Soviet caste’ 43 – atomisation –  
fragmentation – jackhammers are pounding away as new boulevards split 
the city – strange facsimiles of renaissance Italy and ancient Greece adorn the 
triumphal new streets – Doric, iconic, but never ironic – fluting columns and 
Corinthian curls – the Palace of Versailles has been built underground – it is, it 
has to be said, magnificent – a true dialectic, a cruel mix of exalted craftsmanship 
and forced labour – the proletariat shall go to work through the palaces of 
former kings – ideology is sealed in the stone tombs of the triumphal Lenin 
library and five-point star plan of the Red Army theatre – Shliapnikov and the 
economist Isaac Rubin have disappeared – ‘Trotskyist theoreticians’ are being 
ritually unmasked with alarming regularity – on the architectural front line, two 
recent victims of what is perversely being described as ‘revolutionary zeal’ have 
vanished – Lisagor, who worked with Ginzburg and the Vesnins, and the radical 
disurbanist Okhitovich.44

exceed the plan targets and beware of saboteurs: egalitarianism has been 
banned by the Communist Party as a bourgeois idea!

two years ago, a new plan was launched for Moscow. the winning scheme 
selected by the Central Committee after an international competition is intended 
to amplify the neo-classical radial plan of the nineteenth century. Blessed by stalin 
and steeped in classical antiquity, academic masters from before the revolution 
like Zholtoskvsy have re-emerged from the shadows of the avant-garde to claim 
their place at the forefront of soviet architecture. Bulldozers carve colossal new 
boulevards that hurtle from the birch forests to the heart of the city. eventually they 
will be flanked by cliffs of uninterrupted parade-like housing of the kind that can 
already be seen on Gorky and Chkalova street. existing avenues will be widened so 
that they are broad enough to land aircraft and move army divisions. standing at 
the centre of the ensemble, in place of the recently demolished Cathedral of Christ 
the saviour, will tower the Palace of the soviets that metaphorically, if not literally, 
will be visible from the corners of every republic. the intention is unambiguous. it 
is to create an aura of immutability, of theatrical grandeur. Moscow is to become 
a monumental and triumphant city that broadcasts to the world the might of 
the soviet Union. the ideologues of socialist realism claim that it is only right 
that the proletariat should enjoy architectural splendours that previously were 
reserved for the aristocracy. Accordingly, there is barely a trace of the aesthetic 
sensibilities or egalitarianism that informed the work of architects and urbanists in 
the 1920s. i confess to finding the whole scheme profoundly depressing. for what 
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kind of progressive socialist democracy is it that requires the plan of an imperial 
city and the pomp and bombastic scale of the Palace of the soviets? it is as if the 
Central Committee are announcing in architectural form the concentration and 
centralisation of all power in the hands of the Party in Moscow. it’s as if the stacked 
tiers of the palace are screaming in deafening stone that the state is no longer 
constructed by the people, it is built over and above them.45 Given this, it is small 
wonder that the Communist Party under stalin has declared wage levelling in the 
building industry as reactionary.

Many who remain committed to the long-term goals of the revolution think 
that the recent arrests and repressive measures taken by the bureaucracy against 
all internal opposition are merely passing irregularities. there is no blue print 
for socialism, they say. Unfortunate measures were taken for expediency’s sake. 
Mistakes will inevitably occur, but lessons will be learnt. After all, revolutions have 
to be made, remade and then remade again. in time, all will be resolved. But there 
is little sign of this in action. the Communist Party has occupied all government 
departments and has assumed absolute control of the country’s resources and 
decision-making bodies. 46

Under the new system of economic management, directors of enterprises, not 
workers’ collectives, are responsible for the carrying out of plan targets. in addition, 
directors have been granted complete authority in the appointment of staff, in 
the general running of the enterprise and in maintaining labour discipline.47 in an 
even stranger twist, trade unions have been informed that ‘they must not hinder 
directly in the running of the enterprise’ and that their role is ‘to assist actively in the 
carrying out and strengthening of one-man management.’48

odd announcements indeed for a workers’ state. the revolutionary declarations 
of 1917 might only be two decades old but they seem light years away, and it is 
difficult to reconcile the transitional idea of ‘workers’ control of production’, let 
alone Lenin’s vision of the next stage, of ‘full workers regulation of production’, 
with these new laws and policy statements. 49 But it gets even stranger. there are 
only two things that seem to matter. Discipline and productivity. strange new 
tools have been introduced like plastering machines, double-handed two-metre 
long trowels and bizarre straight-edged buckets for pouring mortar along a brick 
course. But in the absence of significant advances in labour-saving technology, the 
Party has decided that there is only one way to extract more labour out of workers 
and that is through a combination of ‘scientific’ management, wage differentials, 
and competitive targets.

Accordingly, workers on building sites are increasingly being organised in 
hierarchical military-style brigades. they are led by a ‘brigadier’ foreman who is 
accountable to the ‘enterprise director’, who operates in much the same way as 
a divisional army captain. Gathering data from his field of operations, he passes 
statistics on plan targets and cadre training to regional offices, who then report to 
the high command in the Construction Ministry in Moscow. this militarisation of 
the labour collective is designed to ensure both political and economic discipline, 
and its ideological character is accurately captured by its name, Khozraschotnie 
Brigadi: cost-accounting brigades.50 the intention is quite straightforward. it is to 
link wages directly to output, a system of performance-related pay that is being 
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reinforced by the increased use of bonus schemes and piece rates.51 the second 
weapon in the Ministry’s armoury is sotzialisticheskoe sorevnovania, ‘socialist 
competition’. Cleaning their tools and preparing materials, one brigade issues a 
productivity challenge to another. the two then embark on a furious mission to 
exceed plan targets by as much as is humanly possible or, indeed, imaginable.52

High bonuses and medals await the record breakers, who are ceremonially 
paraded in front of ordinary mortals in full glare of spotlights and camera. the 
plasterer Golov is supposed to have raised his productivity by a factor of 25. By 
what means, no one is entirely sure. Comrade orlov organised his own bricklaying 
school and showed young shock workers how to lay a scarcely believable 5,000 
bricks a day.53 individual brigades are reported as having raised productivity by a 
miraculous 300 per cent. some are so determined to exceed norms that they have 
worked flat-out in stakhanovite fortnights.54 Wonders never cease. the electrician 
Maria Maslova has improved her productivity by over 800 per cent,55 and a steel 
worker by the name of romanov is reputed to have processed 40 tons of reinforcing 
steel in a single day, exceeding norms by a staggering 1,250 percent. Not content 
with such earth shattering statistics, officials have discovered one individual who, 
in a Herculean feat of mythological proportions, is reported to have laid bricks at 
the staggering rate of 1,500 per hour.56 Despite the claims of the Party, there are 
doubts about whether the combination of shock work, ‘socialist competition’, and 
stakhanovism, has in actual fact raised productivity that significantly.

this has all been accompanied by a sustained attack by the Party bureaucracy 
against what are being described as ‘left opportunists” who, as late as 1932, still 
supported the use of produktoobmen (product exchange) as a replacement 
for the use of money.57 Also singled out as an ‘ideological error’ has been the 
continued popularity amongst young building workers of Proizvodstvennie 
Beatovye Kommuni, (Production Way of Life Communes), which are reported as 
still operating ‘false principles’, like wage sharing.58 there is no irony to be found 
here, only tragedy. in what can only be described as a grotesque ideological 
inversion, Communist Party officials are out in force on building sites to ensure the 
liquidation of uranilovka, egalitarianism. for they claim that it is egalitarianism and 
‘the equalising policies of the old directors of the trade union’,59 that is the principle 
cause of all of the building industry’s problems; its low productivity, poor record in 
improving workers qualifications, and in the lack of commitment to the fulfillment 
of plan targets.60 At the moment the campaign against wage equalisation and 
egalitarianism is relentless. However, rhetorical attacks are not enough and new 
legislation has been passed that further increases wage differentials.61 And so it 
has come to pass that 20 years after the revolution, the battle cry of Uranilovka is 
now deemed a weapon used by the enemies of the stakhanovite movement, a 
‘distortion of the socialist principle of wages according to the quantity and quality 
of work’, and, most extraordinary of all, of being ‘petty bourgeois’.62 such is the 
insatiable appetite of the soviet state for surplus labour.63

the Party would have everyone believe that stakhanovism, Not and ‘emulation’ 
are the movements of the moment, a shining example of socialist labour. But for 
others it is a draconian regime that utilises many of the worst aspects of capitalist 
work practices and is undermining collective solidarity. 64 A deeply insidious system, 
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it pits worker against worker in a competitive relationship, where mind and body 
are pushed to the limits of exhaustion. it has created a grotesque culture of the hero 
worker as part of a full-blown cultural counter-revolution designed to incarcerate 
hearts and minds through the hagiographic idealisation of everyday life. Like an 
ideological poison, this has bled into the rhetorical gestures of painting, sculpture, 
literature, and the ritualised displays of state power. it may not be a workers’ state 
but at least it can be made to look like one. it is all very fantastic and it feels as if i 
have been on a bizarre journey that started in a city governed by the fetishism of 
the commodity and took me across the universe to a planet ruled by the fetishism 
of the plan where superman is alive and well.

Myth as ever competes with reality in volatile and sharpened circumstances. 
But memory runs deep and even amidst the culture of fear, tales are leaking of 
opposition to the stakhanovite movement.65 Long gone are the critical letters 
in the construction industry journals. these are now devoted to technological 
questions and upholding the official Party line. But we can draw conclusions by 
what is not written and what is implied. the journal Trud (Labour) has been forced 
to admit that the stakhanovite movement has remained weak in the construction 
industry, which has been hit by numerous incidents of what is being called 
‘sabotage’.66 Meanwhile, Stroitelnaya Promishlenost is reporting that conflict is 
widespread on building sites. it includes a disturbing warning issued to building 
workers to be vigilant of the trotsky-Zinoviev bloc who are described as fascist 
agents, of having organised the murder of Kirov and of perpetrating terrorist acts 
against the leadership of the Party. furthermore, it warns that such saboteurs are 
actively ‘spinning yarns’ and ‘spreading their bloody web on building sites’, and that 
building workers should ‘not forget Krivom ross, Magnitogorsk and Zaporashtal’, 
where the very same bandits ‘have been carrying out their mean and base work.’67

We should have known when Lenin’s body was embalmed, and his brain removed 
for study that things were taking a turn for the worse. Now his passionate plea for 
an ‘immense expansion of democracy’ is barely audible above the megaphones 
announcing stalin’s declaration that class antagonisms have miraculously been 
overcome. As for Voline’s argument that the real substance of the revolution 
lay in an immense process of construction based on emancipated labour and 
fundamental equality, it is no more than the faintest of whispers.68
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